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Prayers Rank 1st


Animal Mastery
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 2 per turn
Range: 10 yards
Duration: 1 turn per 2 points spent
Area of Effect: One Creature of Nature
Resistance: WP

	The cleric is granted the power to communicate telepathically with a wild or domesticated beast and to command it to follow his bidding.
	The beast must have an intelligence in the range of 6-14: less intelligent creatures cannot communicate or understand commands; more intelligent creatures are not accessible with this prayer. Communication between the cleric and the creature is limited to concepts familiar to the creature through its own experience, behavior, and limited intelligence. Clerics familiar with a creature's experience, behavior, and intelligence may expect more effective communication and control of the creature, while unfamiliar creatures will be especially difficult to communicate with and control.
	This power lasts one turn, but the duration may be extended by expending additional points, so long as the creature is still within 6 yards of the cleric. Once a creature moves beyond 6 yards from the cleric, telepathic communication is no longer possible.
	If the creature moves beyond 6 yards from the cleric, it may test vs. WP to resist any commands previous given.
	Magickal or unnatural creatures (eg, mutants and Chaos spawn) are not accessible through this prayer. 
	GM Notes: The following comments and guidelines may be useful in judging the use of this prayer.
	How much can a given species understand and communicate? A good rule of thumb is that a creature can only understand and perform as well as a superbly trained creature of the same species might perform for a trusted and beloved master. However, this is a divine prayer, and somewhat miraculous things may be expected from prayer; stretching this guideline slightly may often be appropriate.
	How much variation is there from one individual to another within a species?
	This is most appropriate to consider when a cleric communicates and commands an animal he knows well, like his own horse, dog, or hawk. During a series of adventures a creature may develop a distinctive personality; and the GM should take this into account when judging its abilities. Further, the close rapport between the cleric and the animal should permit exceptional communication and willingness to follow even difficult and dangerous commands.
	Creatures cannot normally perform tasks they would not be able to perform if not affected by the spell (ie, a bird could fly or chirp but could not write a message in the sand with its bill). However, at your discretion, you may allow an INT test to permit a creature to comprehend and perform unique but plausible feats.
	Creatures can perform tasks requiring no more than one simple conditional judgements. Example: "Fly over the clearing ahead. If you see a large creature in the clearing, return to me immediately." Creatures cannot hold more than one "if...then..." command in mind at once.


Beast Sense
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 2 per turn
Range: 10 yards; see below
Duration: 1 turn per 2 points spent
Area of Effect: One Creature of Nature
Resistance: WP

	The cleric is granted the power to enter into the mind of a creature and perceive through its senses. The creature may test vs. WP to resist unless affected by the animal mastery prayer. If successful, the creature is not affected by the spell. If the test is failed, the creature is affected.
	The cleric enters the mind of the chosen creature and perceives through its senses -- sight, sound, smell, etc. He has no control over the creature, but may use animal mastery beforehand to request specific actions from the beast.
	The cleric experiences any sensation and psychological effects that the creature experiences -- terror, pain, even death, may be experienced. The GM judges any psychological effects on the cleric at his discretion.
	The cleric falls into a sleep-like trance during the prayer's effect. He may be wakened normally by a companion or, at the GM's discretion, by other events (ie, loud noises, physical disturbances, wounds taken, etc.).
	The 10-yard-range is maximum distance from the creature when the prayer is invoked. There is no maximum distance between the creature and the invoking cleric other than the limitation of the prayer's duration.


Bless Shrine
Prayer Rank: Petty
Magic Points: 8
Range: touch with token
Duration: 24 hours
Area of Effect: 10-by-10-yard area of sacred ground
Resistance: None

	A divine patron grants his cultists warning of uncontrolled fire or intruders in the area blessed by this prayer. Cultists hear the equivalent of a warning voice in their heads crying "Fire! Fire!" or "Intruders! Intruders!" as appropriate. The definition of "intruder" is determined by the cleric requesting the blessing. Typical definitions of intruder may be in general terms (eg, "any non-cultists entering the area," "any persons not greeted and welcomed by a cultists present in this area") or in specific terms (eg, "any persons other than Heinrich, Grunwald, Hilda, and Ermentrude"). It is understood that smaller animals like cockroaches and mice are not included as intruders except those which might potentially cause harm to the shrine or its inhabitants (eg, poisonous snakes, rabid rats, mice with incendiary devices tied to them, etc.). The GM should carefully consider the exact wording of the cleric's blessing in judging what is or isn't an intruder.
	The 10-by-10-yard area centers on the position of the invoker's token at the moment of invocation. The area protected extends 3 yards above and 3 yards below the position of the token at invocation.
	his blessing is conceived as a peacetime protection of the cult sanctuary gainst thieves, attackers, and other cult enemies. In times of war several f these prayers can protect fortified defenses against attackers.


Bless Weapon
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 4
Range: Touch
Duration: 1d6+3 turns
Area of Effect: one hand weapon borne by a member of cleric's cult
Resistance: None
	he prayer grants the cleric the power to temporarily consecrate a weapon forthe use of cult member. A cult member using a blessed weapon is inspired by he divine patron to exceptional prowess in battle.
	 blessed weapon in the hands of a member of the cleric's cult confers a +1 onus to the Strength of a successful hit for the duration of the prayer's effect. A blessed weapon can hit beings not affected by normal weapons. A blessed weapon used to parry receives a +1 bonus to damage stopped by the parry.
	Unless in the hands of a member of the cleric's cult, a blessed weapon confers no special abilities. Handling by non-members of the cult does not interrupt the prayer's effect, however.


Cure Poison
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 2
Range: touch
Duration: Instantaneous
Area of Effect: one creature
Resistance: None 

	The cleric is granted the power to neutralize the poisonous effects of one dose of any poison affecting the touched creature. This prayer does not heal wounds caused by poisons. Successive invocations neutralize multiple doses in a single victim (ie, one prayer cures one dose, a second prayer cures a second dose, etc.). A victim of a fatal dosage must be cured within 3 rounds of poisoning or the prayer has no effect.


Dispel Sorcery
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: See below
Range: cleric touches item or being affected by sorcery
Duration: Instantaneous
Area of Effect: One magical effect or artifact
Resistance: None

	The cleric is granted the power to dispel sorcerous magickal effects. The cleric need not know the name of the sorcerous magick effect, who cast it, or its specific effects; he need only indicate to his divine patron in general terms what magickal effects he wishes to have nullified. For example, "O Shallya, please dispel whatever sorcery is helping that murderous heathen chop up my friends! In thy name, we beseech thee!."
	Cost and chance of successful dispel are as follows: For a spell or ritual: Magical effect is permanently dispelled. Costs as many MP as were spent to cast the spell or ritual. Success is automatic. 
	For a sorcerous lesser artifact: Magical effect is temporarily dispelled for 1d6+3 rounds. 5 MP Base Cost + 1MP per 10% chance of successful dispel. Declare MP spent before rolling dice.
	For a sorcerous greater artifact: Magical effect is temporarily dispelled for 1d6+3 rounds. 5 MP Base Cost + 1MP per 5% chance of successful dispel. Declare MP spent before rolling dice. Only magical effects can be dispelled. Physical damage caused (eg, wounds lost or critical effects), psychological damage caused (eg, Insanity Points gained), and beings summoned by sorcery are not affected.


Evade Magic Alarm
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3 per turn
Range: touch
Duration: 1 turn per 3 points expended
Area of Effect: one cultist
Resistance: None 

	The cleric is granted the power to conceal one cultist from magickal defenses designed to detect intruders and announce their presence for the duration of the prayer's effect. This prayer protects the affected cultist from  effects of the blessed shrine prayer and, at the GM's discretion, any other magickal alarms, divine or sorcerous. This power lasts one turn, but the duration may be extended by expending additional points.


Follow Tracks
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: self
Duration: 12 hours
Area of Effect: cleric
Resistance: See below

	The cleric is granted the power to follow the tracks or traces of any animal or creature in a rural or wilderness setting. The trail of the animal or creature must be no more than one-day-old.
	An intelligent creature consciously attempting to conceal its trail may foil the effects of this prayer. At the end of each hour test vs. the INT of the creature being trailed. If the test is successful, the creature's trail is lost, and may not be found again by the use of this prayer.
	If the creature's trail crosses a well-traveled area, the trail is automatically lost among the other trails and may not be found again by the use of this prayer. A well-traveled area is any settled or civilized humanoid habitation (ie, village, town, dwelling, shrine) or any other area where people or creatures commonly travel, at the GM's discretion.


Fortune Smiles
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: touch
Duration: 1d6+3 rounds
Area of Effect: cleric or fellow cultist
Resistance: None

	The cleric is granted the power to permit himself or any other fellow cultist to automatically succeed in any skill or characteristic test other than tests against WS or BS. The skill or characteristic test is till taken, but if the test is failed, the action is successful, though 1d3-1 wounds are received, disregarding toughness and armor, if the failing the test would have caused injury, damage, poison, or disease. The prayer's effect ends immediately after the test is taken or after its duration has expired.


Frenzy
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: touch
Duration: 1d6+3 turns
Area of Effect: cleric or fellow cultist
Resistance: None 

	The cleric is granted the power to cause himself or a fellow cultist to automatically enter a divinely-inspired battle frenzy. No Cool test is required; the cultist becomes frenzied automatically and remains frenzied until all enemies in sight are dead, or until the prayer's effect ends. (See frenzy, WFRP, page 68.)
	If no living enemies are in sight, or when the prayer's effect ends, the cultist collapses in exhaustion (no actions for 1d6+3 turns) and ceases to be frenzied


Heal Animal
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 1
Range: Touch
Duration: Instantaneous
Area of Effect: one creature of nature
Resistance: None

	This prayer grants the cleric the healing of 1d6+1 (2-7) wounds for a natural wild or domesticated creature. Heavily wounded creatures start to recover naturally after being healed with this prayer. Terminal bleeding is stopped by this prayer. Only creatures of intelligence 14 or lower are affected by this prayer.


Identify Divine Instrument
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 5
Range: Touch
Duration: Instantaneous
Area of Effect: one divine artifact
Resistance: None (see below)

	This prayer grants the cleric the power to identify the divine power that created the artifact and indicate the powers of the artifact and any limitations or restrictions on its use. However, when the artifact was created, if the divine power chose to conceal or misrepresent information about it, this prayer either reveals no information or false information at the GM's discretion.
	GM Note: You, GM, decide whether a god chooses to conceal or misrepresent the creator, powers, and limitations of an artifact when he creates it. A priest, when consecrating an artifact, may request that information be shielded from the identify divine artifact prayer, but the divine power has discretion whether or not to heed such a request. See Common Divine Artifacts, "Identifying Divine Artifacts, page ??.


Leap of Faith
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 hour
Area of Effect: cleric or fellow cultist
Resistance: None

	The affected cultist feels a subtle encouragement and inspiration from his divine patron. He gains a bonus of +10 to his WP for one hour and may reroll any single failed psychology test during the prayer's effect.


Learn God's Will
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: Self
Duration: Instantaneous
Area of Effect: Self
Resistance: None

	The cleric is granted the authority to pray for guidance, and is answered in one sentence by the divine patron or a subordinate divine servant.
	This prayer may be invoked on sacred ground only! God may be more or less expansive in his counsel according to his Mysterious Purposes, if the request for guidance involves some question of great interest for the deity.


Mask Sight
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: self
Duration: 1d6+3 rounds
Area of Effect: 2 yard radius of the affected cultist
Resistance: None

	The cleric is granted the power to mask himself and other fellow cultists within the range of effect from the sight of observers. For the duration of the prayer's effect, observers may see but will not notice the cleric and other cultists within 2 yards of the cleric. The divine patron distracts the minds of observers so that they see the cleric and any associated followers, but don't attach any significance to what they see.
	("Nyah, nyah, I snatched your keys RIGHT FROM UNDER YOUR NOSE and you didn't see me," thought Lefty. "Uh...Ranald be praised.")
	When the prayer's effects end, observers test vs. INT. If the test is successful, the observers remember that they saw the cleric (and other cultists, if any). If the test fails, observers are only vaguely puzzled by a sense that they have forgotten something important.
	The cleric does not know the exact duration of the prayer's effect. (The GM should roll secretly for duration.)
	NOTE: Prohibited by Sigmar, Ulric, Myrmidia, Verena, Zotan Luf=96tatar, and other deities who favor heroic warfare or who disapprove of deception or concealing the truth.

MindLink
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: 6 yards
Duration: 1d6+3 rounds
Area of Effect: Self
Resistance: None

	This prayer permits the cleric to speak telepathically to any fellow cultists within range. The cleric may only send messages, not receive. The cleric need not be able to see a fellow cultist to communicate to him.


Oath
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: 6 yards
Duration: 1d6+3 rounds
Area of Effect: one creature
Resistance: None 

	One who swears to Verena in the presence of this prayer's effect invites Verena's retribution if he speaks falsehood, or if he fails to perform as he has sworn to perform. Verena's retribution involves a test on the Critical charts at +1. Verena is the sole judge of whether someone who swears under this oath has spoken falsehood or has failed to perform as he has sworn to perform.
	Verena is more interested in the spirit of honor and truthfulness than the narrow interpretation of the words of an oath; sharp-witted tricksters who attempt to confound truth with legalistic maneuvering will suffer Verena's swift retribution, while earnest but misguided or ill-fortuned oathtakers may enjoy subtle warnings (eg, a nagging sense of obligation) or direct signs (eg, smouldering clothing) that they must be careful to avoid provoking Verena's wrath.


Open
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: 2 yards
Duration: 1d6+3 rounds
Area of Effect: one lock, bolt, or latch
Resistance: None 

	The cleric is granted the ability to open one lock, bolt, or latch within range for the duration of the prayer's effect. At the end of the prayer's effect, the lock, bolt, or latch automatically returns to its original state.
	Magickal or magickally-protected locks, bolts, or latches cannot be opened with this prayer.
	For most cults, the divine power trusts the cleric to employ this power properly, but use of this prayer to benefit the cleric's pocketbook is prohibited. Clerics who abuse this prayer may expect severe penances or temporary or permanent loss of the right to invoke the prayer. Rights of ownership and property are generally respected by the Young Gods and the Old Faith, though enriching one's cult's coffers at the expense of enemies and heathens may be most righteous behavior in many cases. Ranald, on the other hand, encourages free use of this prayer in the pursuit of his cult's doctrines.


Radiant Armor ("Darkling Armor" for nasty alignments)
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 8
Range: self
Duration: 1d6+3 turns
Area of Effect: self
Resistance: None

	The cleric receives an armor-like protection from missile and melee attacks.
	This prayer provides 1d3-1 armor points on all body locations in addition to any protection provided by armor and shield. Each time the cleric is successfully hit by a missile or melee attack, roll to determine how many wounds the Radiant Armor absorbs.
	Notes: Some divine powers grant this prayer in acknowledgement of the peril faced by clerics bound by doctrine to avoid metal armor.


Remove Minor Curse
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3 (or more; see below)
Range: touch
Duration: instantaneous
Area of Effect: one creature
Resistance: None

	The cleric is granted the power to remove minor curses placed on beings by divine powers.
	Curses placed on a creature by the cleric's divine patron are automatically removed by this prayer.
	Curses placed on a creature by a divine entity not of the cleric's cult are removed by this prayer as follows: for each MP spent (in addition to the basic 3 MP cost of the prayer), there is a 5% chance of successfully removing the minor curse. For example, a cleric of Sigmar attempting to remove a minor curse placed on a creature by Shallya might spend 3 MP to invoke this prayer, then an additional 10 MP to give him a 50% chance of removing the minor curse.


Righteous Blow
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 1 per point of damage caused
Range: touch (with hand or hand-held-weapon)
Duration: instantaneous
Area of Effect: one creature
Resistance: WP 

	The cleric is granted the power to strike an enemy a single great blow.
	The creature attacked may test vs. WP. If the test is failed, the attack is automatically successful. If the test is successful, the cleric must test vs.
	WS normally to successfully strike the creature.
	A successful attack enhanced by this prayer causes 1 point of damage per magic point expended. The number of MPs to be expended must be declared before the prayer takes effect. This is the only damage caused by the attack; no d6 is rolled for damage, and the cleric does not add his strength, weapon damage bonuses, or any other skill or magickal damage bonuses to the damage caused. The attacked creature subtracts his Toughness and armor value, if any, from the damage caused to determine the final damage received.
	Notes: This prayer is favored by cults like Sigmar and Ulric which glorify valor in combat. Clerics commonly augment the power of this prayer by spending extra magic points to reduce the victim's resistance test; this must be declared before the prayer takes effect.


Rising Mist
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: 10 yards
Duration: 3 turns
Area of Effect: 12 yards in diameter
Resistance: none

	The cleric is granted the power to summon a cloud of mist from the surface of earth or water. A rising mist may only be summoned from open water or open or plant-covered earth -- not rock or pavement or hand-crafted flooring.  The mist streams from the surface of the water or earth and rises 1 foot per round to a height of 10 feet.
	The cleric and fellow cultists can see normally without penalty within the mist. For other creatures within the mist, visibility is restricted to a maximum of 2 yards, there is a -30 penalty to WS, and Standard and Run movements require INIT and INIT-10 tests resepctively. Failure of an INIT test may result in a stumbe or collision with an obstacle at the GM's discretion according to the surface underfoot and potential obstacles within the mist.
	In desert and other hot, dry areas, the GM may restrict the diameter of area of effect to 6 or 3 yards in diameter.


Sacred Circle
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 8
Range: NA
Duration: 1d6+3 turns
Area of Effect: two-yard radius sphere
Resistance: None

	The cleric is granted the power to temporarily consecrate an area as sacred ground. The area of effect receives all the benefits of sacred ground (see Divine Terms and Rules, "Sacred Ground," page ??). The Toughness of all fellow cultists within the sacred circle is increased by +1 for the duration of the spell.
	In addition, a non-cultist within the area of effect must test vs. Cool each round; if the test is failed he must leave the affected area as quickly as possible; he may take no other action until outside the area of effect. No non-cultist may enter the area of effect unless he passes a Cool test.
	Notes: Clerics and cultists on the road far from shrines and temples need a place to make their devotions and show their thanks to their divine patrons.
	God also grants his followers some protection and other benefits while they stand on sacred ground.


Sacred Warding
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 6
Range: sacred token
Duration: 1d6+3 turns
Area of Effect: 2 yd. radius sphere
Resistance: None

	A sphere of divine protection radiates out from the caster's Sacred Token
	For the duration of the prayer's effects, no divine magicks other than the cult's divine magicks may affect this area. (Sorcerous magics are not affected.)
	The magical beings listed below may not enter the affected area, nor may they physically or magickally attack anyone in the affected area. If within the area of effect, they must leave as quickly as possible; they may take no other action until outside the area of effect.
	 elemental nodes, least elementals, or elementals of size 1 or smaller
	 daemonic imps or steeds
	 marshlights, ghosts, haunts, and skeletal warriors of Khaine.
	For a cost of 1 MP per round, the area of effect may be moved at a Cautious pace.


Sanctuary
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: cleric or fellow cultist
Duration: 1d6+3 rounds
Area of Effect: cleric or one fellow cultist
Resistance: None

	Each round for the duration the affected cultist may automatically successfully parry a single attack. Which attack is to be parried may be declared after an attacker's WS test and damage roll are made, but a successful attack at a previous Initiative may not be parried retroactively.
	Also, for the duration sorcerous magic is resisted at a bonus of +30 to WP.


Scourge Enemy
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 6
Range: 6 yards
Duration: instantaneous
Area of Effect: one creature
Resistance: None =

	The cleric is granted the power to punish an enemy with intense pain. The punishment is in the form of a shock to the creature's nervous system. The creature suffers as if he had received a weapon wound, but no permanent physical injury is sustained. Victim tests against Toughness x 10.
	Failure means victim loses 1d3 wounds from shock, regardless of Toughness or armor, and is staggered for the following round (-50 to WS, BS, and all skills tests). (Victim is not required to check for critical injuries if reduced to zero wounds as a result of this prayer, since damage is only shock.)
	Success means victim is staggered for the following round (-50 to WS, BS, and all skills tests).
	Note: This prayer is favored by pacifistic powers like Shallya, since it causes no permanent injuries and cannot cause death.


Sense Land
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 1
Range: self
Duration: 1d6+3 rounds
Area of Effect: 48 yard diameter sphere
Resistance: None 

	The cleric is granted the ability to sense the health of the land about him.
	Disease, corruption, unnatural, chaos-tainted, or magickal monsters, intruders, and influences -- anything harmful to the health of the land is revealed. In addition, the cleric receives a +25 bonus to the following skills for the duration: Concealment Rural, Follow Trail, Game Hunting, Silent Move Rural, Herblore, Identify Plant, Wilderness Lore.
	Notes: What is healthy and natural for the land depends on the nature of the land.Ask yourself: "Would the Earth Mother feel this is a part of the natural order? Or will this alter or destroy the natural cycle of birth, growth and decay, the cycle of seasons, the self-sustaining rhythm of the land?" 
	 Wilderness Setting: In unsettled areas, any intrusive element that alters the natural order is perceived as unhealthy. Gathering berries or catching and eating a rabbit are natural events in the wilderness, but chopping down a tree, making a fire, or building a hut are not natural, and therefore an unhealthy development. Cultivated farmland and human village settlements are not natural. Bears, elk, wood elves, and Old Faith cultists are perfectly natural, but heathen humanoids (those not worshiping the Earth Mother), beastmen and mutants, daemons, and magickal illusions would not be natural.
	 Rural Setting: In a settled but rural area civilization that lives in harmony with natural forces would be perceived as healthy, while exploitative actions which exhaust and destroy natural resources would be perceived as unhealthy. Domestic beasts and farmers living in harmony with the land are natural, but dwarven miners, traveling craftsmen, and soldiers on the march would not be natural.
	 Populous or Urban Setting: A simple village might possibly be healthy in a rural setting, but larger settlements with large, permanent buildings and numerous inhabitants would all seem unnatural to the Earth Mother and her followers. Everything in a city like Middenheim would seem unnatural and unhealthy-- only gardens and parks might seem natural to an Old Faith cultist.


Skullcracker
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 8
Range: self
Duration: 1 round
Area of Effect: one weapon attack
Resistance: None =

	The cleric is granted the power to deal a single devastating blow to an opponent's head. The cleric may make one melee attack to opponent's head which is automatically successful, with a +6 bonus to damage.


Soullink
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: flesh contact with cleric
Duration: see below
Area of Effect: cultists
Resistance: None/WP

	The cleric is granted the power to link the spirits of fellow cultists for the purpose of invoking prayers. This is useful when the cleric's spiritual resources are reduced, or when a prayer costs more MP than the individual cleric has.
	Once a soullink is established, the cleric and soullinked cultists must remain motionless and in physical contact, performing no other actions, until the cleric invokes a prayer using MP from the soullinked individuals. MP is drained equally from all participants, beginning with the cleric, and continuing in order from the other participant with the highest Base MP to the participant with the lowest Base MP. This cycle continues until the necessary MP for the prayer has been collected. When the necessary MP have been collected, it is channeled through the cleric, and the soullink is broken.
If flesh contact is interrupted between any of the soullinked participants, the soullink is broken. It is possible, but very difficult, for the linked participants to move together (Risk test each turn, modified according to terrain).
	Notes: If used to drain MP from an unwilling and physically restrained fellow cultist, the cultist may test against WP to resist.


Spread the Word
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 2
Range: 1d100 miles
Duration: instantaneous
Area of Effect: one fellow cultist
Resistance: None 

	The cleric is granted the ability to send a five-word message to any other cleric or fellow cultist. The recipient of the message must be on sacred ground, either a consecrated shrine or temple, or within a sacred circle, or holding a blessed sacred token. If the intended recipient of the message is not present at the time the prayer is invoked, the divine patron may give the message to another cultist most likely to pass the massage on to its intended recipient. If no individual fellow cultist or area of sacred ground is specified by the cleric, the nearest fellow cultist on sacred ground receives the message.
	Each time this prayer is invoked the gamemaster secretly rolls 1d100 to determine the range of the prayer. If the range rolled is too short to deliver the message, the intended recipient doesn't get the message. The cleric NEVER knows whether his message got through. There is no two-way communication with this prayer (though shrines often establish a routine of always acknowledging a received message with a return spread the word prayer).
	Notes: Sending messages to and from permanent shrines and temples is fairly easy, but sending messages to temporary sacred ground requires fine timing.
	In a world with few reliable timepieces, this can be tricky. One common convention is to send at sunrise and sunset; over short distances this isfairly reliable. Sundials, hourglasses, and waterclocks are also used in shrines and temples to synchronize with remote clerics using sundials or other crude time pieces. Watches do exist, but are rare, fabulously expensive, and of dwarven engineering and manufacture.


Strike Dumb
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 10
Range: 10 yards
Duration: 1d6+3 rounds
Area of Effect: one creature
Resistance: WP (Special; see below)

	The cleric is granted the power to prevent a creature from uttering a sound for the duration. The affected creature simply seems to forget what it was he wanted to say, as if he were struck speechless by surprise or unable to recall a name or word.
	The creature may test vs. WP to resist each round. If the test is passed, the victim can speak again normally, and the prayer has no further effect.
	Note especially that creatures which have been struck dumb are unable to cast spells or rituals or invoke prayers.


Summon Divine Counselor
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 7 base + 1 per 10% chance of successful summoning
Range: sacred ground within 10 yards
Duration: 1d6+3 rounds
Area of Effect: one divine counselor
Resistance: none

	The cleric is granted a brief personal conference with a minor divine spirit of his cult. The minor spirit can offer the cleric guidance and information, particularly on cult matters, but also sometimes on other matters as well
	The prayer must be invoked on sacred ground, and the divine counselor only appears to the cleric on the sacred ground where the prayer is invoked. (If the sacred ground of the invocation is the cleric's blessed token, the counselor must remain within 2 yards of the cleric for the duration of the prayer.) Other persons (whether of the cleric's cult or not) may address questions to the divine counselor, but may ignore such questions if it chooses; it is only obligated to respond to the summoning cleric.
	Divine counselors of different cults have varying abilities, motivations, and personalities. On cult-related topics, they are often well-informed. On other subjects, they are somewhat less reliable. For details, see Divine Summonings, "Divine Counselors," pages ??-??, and individual cult descriptions.


Summon Least Elemental
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 6+1 per additional turn
Range: sacred ground with 10 yards
Duration: 1 turn + 1 turn per additional MP
Area of Effect: one lesser elemental
Resistance: none 

	The cleric is granted to power to summon and command a single least elemental. The invoking cleric may choose from either of the two forms described for each elemental domain in "Least Elementals," pages ??-??, ofr from among any other forms the GM may permit. The least elemental is bound to the cleric's service for the duration, and may be commanded to perform tasks at the cleric's request. The response of the least elemental to each commandis determined by Service tests against the node's Faithful and Vengeful scores. See Divine Terms and Rules, "Service Traits and Service Tests," page ??, and  Divine Summonings, "Elementals," page ??, for detailed discussions of elemental summonings, Service tests, and abilities of least elementals


Summon Skeletal Warband of Khaine
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 6
Range: within 10 yards of cleric
Duration: until the next dawn
Area of Effect: NA
Resistance: None

	The cleric is granted the power to summon 1d6+1 skeletal warriors of Khaine from the Realm of the Raving Dead. The skeletal warriors must be summoned within 10 yards of the invoking cleric. The skeletal warriors serve any controller for the duration. (See Divine Summonings, "Controllers and Khaine's Undead," page ??.)


Summon Marshlight of Khaine
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: within 10 yards of cleric
Duration: until the next dawn
Area of Effect: NA
Resistance: None

	The cleric is granted the power to summon a marshlight of Khaine from the Realm of the Raving Dead. The marshlight must be summoned within 10 yards of the invoking cleric.
	A marshlight may be bound to a territory by the cleric, or may be left free to move and act according to command.
	A bound marshlight may not move more than 10 yards from the point where the invoking cleric stood when the marshlight was summoned; this becomes the marshlight's territory.  A bound marshlight within its territory is neither subject to instability, nor is it subject to stupidity if not controlled. A free marshlight may move and follow commands of any controller for the duration. Free marshlight are subject to instability, and are subject to stupidity if uncontrolled. (See Divine Summonings, "Controllers and Khaine's Undead," page ??.)


Valor
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 3
Range: touch
Duration: 1d6+3 rounds
Area of Effect: cleric or fellow cultist
Resistance: none 

	The cleric is granted the power to strengthen the courage and resolve of himself or a fellow cultist. Affected cultists automatically pass all fear and terror tests, and receive a +20 WP bonus for the duration.


Voice of God
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 10
Range: 10 yards
Duration: instantaneous
Area of Effect: one creature
Resistance: WP 

	The cleric is granted the power to admonish one creature with the dreadful authority of his divine patron. The creature need not understand the language of the cleric, nor in fact need it be able to comprehend language at all, in order to be overwhelmed by the majestic grandeur of a divine presence.
	The creature tests vs. WP to resist. If the test succeeds, the creature is staggered (-50 to all skill tests, including those against WS and BS) for the following round. If the test fails, the creature is staggered for 1d3+1 rounds.
	Note that this prayer does not interfere with the casting of spells, rituals, or the invocation of prayers, or the use of sorcerous or divine magick items.


Ward Undead
Prayer Rank: First
Magic Points: 4
Range: sacred token
Duration: 1d6+3 turns
Area of Effect: 2yd. radius sphere
Resistance: None

	A sphere of divine protection radiates out from the caster's Sacred Token
	For the duration of the prayer's effects, neither divine magicks other than the cult's divine magicks nor sorcerous necromantic magicks may affect this area.
	Divine or sorcerous zombies, skeletons, or animated corpses may not enter the area or physically attack anyone in the area. Lesser and greater golems, vampires, liches, mummies, ghosts, haunts, spectres, wights, and other undead must test vs. Cool to enter the area or attack anyone in the area.
	In addition, any undead creature, sorcerous or divine, touched with the affected sacred token (test vs. WS normally as if striking in melee) receives 1d6+3 wounds, ignoring toughness and armor.
	For a cost of 1 MP per round, the area of effect may be moved at a Cautious pace.

